The „Soft 4” from Nencki is the latest software development for bogie testing. It sets new standards for checking bogies.
**The advantages of Soft 4.0**

- Easy operated
- Orientated to DIN 25043-7, especially for the various measurements
- Latest futuristic software technologies
- Integration into other systems possible

### Preparation of the Bogie Test Stand for Manual Operation

With only a few fingerprints and entries, the operator is able to program new adjustments.

### Fast Creation of Extensive Programs

With NBT Soft 4.0 a complete new program for a new bogie type can be carried out within one hour.

### Integration into Other System

The times of “stand alone” machines are almost past. The bogie test stands from Nencki are now easily integrated into other systems, meaning that dates based on the bogie serial number can be taken from SAP or MES and integrated into the test program.
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